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LAL 04-115Otober 2004Angular patterns of interferometri detetors and resonant barsfor tensorial and salar gravitational wavesNiolas Arnaud, Monia VarvellaLaboratoire de l'Aélérateur linéaireCNRS-IN2P3 et Université de Paris-Sud, Bât. 200, B.P. 34, 91898 Orsay Cedex (Frane)AbstratAmong the main hallenges of gravitational wave (GW) data analysis, the non-uniformityof urrent GW detetor responses is a major onern. Indeed, it strongly limits thee�ieny of any network of GW antennas, even though suh on�gurations are mandatoryto separate true GW signals from noise �utuations. This artile just aims at giving aomplete analytial desription of GW detetor antenna patterns. Most of its ontentsan be found elsewhere in the literature, but we thought useful to ollet them in a singleplae with additional details, in order to provide an understanding as omplete as possibleof this essential basi feature of any GW network data analysis. The two main types ofGW detetors � interferometers and resonant bars � are onsidered in this artile, as wellas both tensorial and salar GW, the former predited by the General Relativity whilethe later ours in alternative theories of gravity.1 IntrodutionAnalyzing properly the data provided by GW detetors is as di�ult and omplex as theexperimental work aiming at operating these instruments at their best sensitivities with thehighest duty yle. GW signals our at random times with waveforms a priori unknown,whih makes ompulsory the use of several �ltering tehniques in parallel to try not to missany of these rare events.In addition to these omputing hallenges (algorithm design, management of large omputerfarms, seletion of potentially interesting events...), another problem makes the analysis evenmore omplex: the spatial response of urrent GW detetors is not uniform. Indeed, it dependson the relative position of the antenna with respet to the soure loation [1℄. Therefore, theGW amplitudes assoiated to the same signal an be very di�erent in distant detetors, whihmakes more di�ult � and never 100% e�ient � any network analysis using outputs fromseveral antenna. Yet, suh methods are ompulsory to validate a real event with a satisfyingon�dene level � see e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄ � as a single detetor annot easily separatereal GW from random noise �utuations.This artile aims at summarizing the main features of the antenna patterns of urrent GWdetetors: interferometers and resonant masses. In both ases, two types of GW are on-sidered: GW generated in the General Relativity framework (tensorial GW) and salar GWpredited by alternative theories of gravity � see [10℄ and referenes therein for a review ofthese theories. In partiular, as an original ontribution to this topi, the analytial form ofthe interferometer antenna pattern for salar GW is omputed.1



2 Geometrial aspets and notationsTo desribe the e�et of a GW on the spatial metri, let us start with its 'proper frame' de�nedin Figure 1 for details. The GW propagates along the third axis of the frame, while the two�rst are hosen aligned with the indued perturbations, loated in the transverse plane.
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Figure 1: GW loal frame in whih the GW tensor an be simply written. The angle  is an additional degree of freedom, taking into aount rotations of the frame around thesoure-Earth line.In General Relativity, a GW is desribed in the Transverse-Traeless gauge by two time-dependent polarizations: h+ et h�. In its proper frame, the tensor measuring the spatialperturbation indued by the GW is simply:HGR = 0�h+ h� 0h� �h+ 00 0 01A (1)Adding a GW salar omponent b to the two tensorial ones simply requires to hange the twonon-zero diagonal terms of the tensor: h+ ! (h+ + b) and �h+ ! (�h+ + b). One gets:Hsalar = 0�h+ + b h� 0h� �h+ + b 00 0 01A (2)Now, to ompute antenna patterns, one needs to move from the GW proper frame to Earth-based frames assoiated to GW detetors. A �rst degree of freedom is visible in Figure 1:let ~npropa be the unit vetor pointing from the GW soure to Earth; the GW proper axis �2



loated in the plane perpendiular to this diretion � are de�ned through a rotation angle  � the polarization angle � around ~npropa.The position of the soure in the sky is monitored by three angles: two reording its loationin a �xed frame, plus a phase taking into aount the Earth proper rotational motion. Themost onvenient hoie is to use the 'equatorial frame' as its third diretion is aligned with theEarth rotation axis; in this frame, a soure is labeled by its right asension � (a 'longitude')and its delination Æ (a 'latitude'), both shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: De�nition of the equatorial frame: the third diretion of the frame 'z' is alignedwith the Earth rotational axis while the �rst one, 'x', points toward the vernal point.Detetor positions on Earth are labeled by their latitudes l and their longitudes L (positivewest-wards by onvention). For detetors having privileged diretions like interferometers andresonant masses, additional angles are required � see below and Figure 3 for the de�nition ofthese loal angles.� For an interferometer, two angles are mandatory: the angle � between the two arms �it will be shown that � = 90Æ is optimal � and a angle , monitoring the loal orienta-tion of the antenna on Earth. By onvention,  is hosen to be the angle between theloal South-North diretion and the interferometer arm biseting line, ounted ounter-lokwise. Table 1 summarizes these informations for the �rst generation of large-saleinterferometers.� For resonant bars, one angle is su�ient to desribe the bar loal orientation. In thisase, � is de�ned as the angle between the South-North loal diretion and the bar axis,ounted ounterlokwise again. Table 2 ontains geographial informations needed todesribe the resonant bars urrently operated.Finally, the loal hour angle H(t) is mandatory to take into aount the detetor motion withrespet to the elestial sphere due to Earth proper rotation. For a soure of right asension �and a detetor of longitude L, it is de�ned as:3



H(t) = �t + TGreenwih(0) � (� + L) (3)with TGreenwih(0) being the Greenwih sidereal time at 0h UT and � � 1:0027379�15Æ=hour,as a sidereal day lasts approximately 23 hours and 56 minutes.
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Interferometer Resonant barFigure 3: Desription of GW detetor loal orientations.Detetor Latitude l (Æ) Longitude L (Æ) � (Æ)  (Æ)ACIGA [11℄ -31.4 -115.7 90.0 Not deidedGEO600 [12℄ 52.3 -9.8 94.3 158.8LIGO Hanford [13℄ 46.5 119.4 90.0 261.8LIGO Livingston [13℄ 30.6 90.8 90.0 333.0TAMA300 [14℄ 35.7 -139.5 90.0 315.0Virgo [15℄ 43.6 -10.5 90.0 206.5Table 1: Interferometer loations on EarthDetetor Latitude l (Æ) Longitude L (Æ) � (Æ)ALLEGRO [16℄ 30.5 -268.8 40.0AURIGA [17℄ 45.4 -12.0 136.0EXPLORER [18℄ 46.5 -6.2 141.0NAUTILUS [19℄ 41.8 -12.7 136.0NIOBE [20℄ -31.9 -115.8 0.0Table 2: Resonant bar loation on Earth4



3 Interferometer patternA GW detetor is sensitive to a linear ombination h(t) of the di�erent GW polarizations:h(t) = F+(t)h+(t) + F�(t)h�(t)| {z }General Relativity tensorial GW + Fb(t) b(t)| {z }Salar GW (4)The weighting fators F+, F� and Fb are alled antenna pattern funtions. To ompute themanalytially, one needs to transport the GW perturbation tensor from the GW frame to thedetetor loal frame. Using the angles introdued in the previous setion, this transformationan be split into three rotations: GW proper frame! elestial sphere frame! frame enteredon the detetor ! detetor loal frame. If P is the full transformation matrix, the GWperturbation matrix M expressed in the detetor loal frame is equal to:M = tP � H � P (5)The antenna pattern funtions are �nally omputed from the M matrix oe�ients, using aformula whih depends on the type of GW detetor onsidered.3.1 Tensorial GWLet ~n1 and ~n2 be unit vetors along the interferometer arms; the interation between the GWand the antenna an be written [3℄:h = 12 � t~n1 � M � ~n1 � t~n2 � M � ~n2 � (6)with M the GW perturbation tensor de�ned above in Eq. (5). After extensive alulations,the �nal form of the 'General Relativity' antenna pattern funtions F+ and F� is given by[3, 8, 21℄: �F+F�� = sin�� os 2 sin 2 � sin 2 os 2 ��ab� (7)witha = � 116 sin 2 ( 3 � os 2l ) ( 3 � os 2Æ ) os 2H � 14 os 2 sin l ( 3 � os 2Æ ) sin 2H� 14 sin2 sin 2l sin 2Æ osH � 12 os 2 os l sin 2Æ sinH� 34 sin2 os2 l os2 Æb = � os 2 sin l sin Æ os 2H + 14 sin2 ( 3 � os 2l ) sin Æ sin 2H� os 2 os l os Æ osH + 12 sin 2 sin 2l os Æ sinH5



Looking at the previous expressions, one an note that the dependene in the  and � anglesare fatorized: the polarization angle  simply introdues a rotation of the antenna pattern,while the F oe�ients are learly maximal for orthogonal arms. The a and b funtions haveno partiular physial meaning: their distributions di�er from one interferometer to the other.On the other hand, the ombination pa2 + b2 has a unique distribution for all detetors, seeSetion 4.3.2 Salar GWFor a salar GW, the antenna pattern funtion is omputed by following exatly the sameproedure. Original alulations give:Fb = sin�2 [Ks sin 2 + K os 2 ℄ (8)with Ks = sin2 H os2 Æ � sin2 l os2 Æ os2H � os2 l sin2 Æ + 12 sin 2� sin 2Æ osHK = sin l os2 Æ sin 2H + os l sin 2Æ sinHLike for tensorial GW, sin� is a saling fator for the interferometer response, oming diretlyfrom Eq. (6) and the loal orientation angle  dependene is fatorized. But the mostimportant feature here is that Fb does not depend on the polarization angle  .4 Interferometer antenna pattern interpretationTo understand the shapes of these antenna pattern funtions, it is interesting to re-expressthem in a partiular frame, shown in Figure 4; its two �rst axis are along the detetor arms,thus assumed to be perpendiular, whih is the ase for all interferometers apart GEO600whih exhibits only a small deviation from this optimal situation � see Table 1. These expres-sions are simple enough to explain the main features of the interferometer patterns.Using the spherial angles introdued in Figure 4, one gets:F+ = 12 ( 1 + os2 � ) os(2�) os(2 ) � os � sin(2�) sin(2 ) (9)F� = 12 ( 1 + os2 � ) os(2�) sin(2 ) + os � sin(2�) os(2 ) (10)Fb = 12 sin2 � os(2�) (11)The expressions for F+ and F� are well-known � for instane, they an be found in Ref.[1℄ � and present the same strutures than Eq. (7). It is lear that F+;� and Fb are verydi�erent. First, jFbj � 1=2, whih means that at best 50% of the salar GW amplitude anbe reovered in an interferometer. This feature strongly limits the potential of suh antennasfor the detetion of salar signals.On the other hand, F+ and F� an reah �1; extremizing them requires os � = �1, i.e. a GWperpendiular to the interferometer plane � on the other hand, for these diretions, Fb = 0.6
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Figure 4: Interferometer loal frame: its two �rst diretions are aligned with the detetor arms(assumed to be perpendiular) and spherial oordinates (�; �) are introdued.One an also note that F+ and F� are zero in four diretions belonging to the interferometerplane, de�ned by (os 2� = 0): along the arm biseting line and in the perpendiular diretion.As F+ and F� depend on the polarization angle  , they have a zero mean in any diretion ofthe sky. Therefore, still following Ref. [8℄, one introdues the  -independent quantity F toquantify the strength of the interferometer pattern in a given diretion:F = sF 2+ + F 2�2 (12)The squares ensure a non-anellation of terms; while the square root redues F to a quantityhomogeneous to a GW amplitude � the meaningful quantity for what onerns GW detetion.Finally, the fator 1=p2 is simply a onvention 'averaging' the two squared terms, validatedbelow when interpretations of F will be given. From Eq. (7), it is lear that qF 2+ + F 2�, thenorm of the vetor (F+; F�), is a  -independent quantity. Indeed, one has:qF 2+ + F 2� = j sin� j2 pa2 + b2 (13)The previous equation explains why the distribution of the quantity pa2 + b2 has a physialmeaning. In the following, the two quantities F (ranging from 0 to 1=p2 for perpendiulararms) and jFbj will be used to ompare tensorial and salar antenna patterns. The mean valueof F is nothing but the ommon RMS of the antenna patterns F+ and F�, whih have 0-meandue to their  -dependene. 7



5 Viewing GW antenna patterns: the sky mapsA onvenient way to visualize the antenna pattern of GW detetors is to use two-dimensionaldensity plots, the sky maps [3, 8℄. Any diretion in the sky is loated by a ouple of oordinates� (�; os �) or (�; sin Æ) depending on the hosen frame1 � and the antenna pattern amplitude isrepresented by a olor ode. As a �rst example, Figure 5 shows F and jFbj in the interferometerloal frame � (�; os �). All features mentioned in the previous setion are learly visible.

Figure 5: Antenna pattern omparison in the interferometer loal frame (�; os �): top plot,tensorial pattern; bottom plot, salar pattern. F has four zeros in the interferometer plane(inoming wave along the arm biseting line) and is maximal for normal inidene. On theother hand, jFbj is maximal for GW oming along one arm and null for GW perpendiular tothe antenna.In this partiular frame, the antenna patterns look 'repetitive'. To see more 'attrative'pitures, one an reompute the same diagrams in a general frame, independent from anyinterferometer. This hange modi�es the pattern shapes, but not their harateristis.Therefore, now labeling the soure position by the ouple (�; sin Æ), the Virgo antenna pat-1In both ases, the seond variable is not the angle itself but rather its sine, in order to get a uniformoverage of the elestial sphere. 8



terns2 � for tensorial and salar GW � are shown in Figure 6. The two rosses show thediretions perpendiular to the interferometer plane, represented by the urved dashed line.

Figure 6: GW antenna pattern (�; sin Æ) for the Virgo detetor. The two marks show thediretions perpendiular to the detetor plane, represented by the dashed line. In this way,one an hek that the two diagrams present the expeted features, already visible in Figure 5.To onlude on interferometer pattern sky maps, Figures 7 and 8 ompare the antenna patternsof the six �rst generation interferometers, for tensorial and salar GW respetively. For bothplots, the loal orientation of ACIGA has been hosen in order to optimize its ontribution toa full-sized network inluding all interferometers, assumed to have idential sensitivities. Thisorresponds to ACIGA � 0Æ � modulo 90Æ due to the -dependene of all antenna patterns.A last way to ompare tensorial and salar antenna patterns is to ompute their probabilitydistributions, assuming a uniform distribution of soures in the sky.Results are shown in Figure 9: both distributions have zero mean; the Fb plot sharply peaksaround zero while the F+;� distribution � idential for F+ and F� as expeted � is approxi-mately �at between -0.5 and 0.5, before dereasing on the edges of the plot.2To ompute suh antenna patterns, the origin of the angle � is hosen arbitrarily � indeed, at a givensidereal time, Earth proper motion leads to a horizontal shift of the pattern by a phase �t + TGreenwih(0).The important point to ensure a proper omparison between various interferometers is that all sky maps areomputed using the same origin for �. 9



Figure 7: First generation interferometer antenna patterns for tensorial GW. The dashedstraight lines ross eah other in the two diretions perpendiular to the interferometer plane� for whih the antenna response is optimal � while the urved dashed line shows the loationof the interferometer plane in whih are loated the four blind diretions for suh detetors.6 Resonant bar patternThe same proedure an be applied to resonant bars to ompute their antenna patterns. Due tothe bar axisymmetrial shape, the three funtions F+, F� and Fb are found to be proportionalto sin2 (�pol), where �pol is the polar angle with respet to the bar axis. Therefore, one an seeimmediately that diretions perpendiular to the bar are strongly favored, while the resonantmass is blind along its axis. Indeed, let us de�ne two angular funtions:Abar = os � sin l sinH + sin� osH (14)Bbar = os � sin l sin Æ osH + os � os l os Æ � sin� sin Æ sinH (15)10



Figure 8: First generation interferometer antenna patterns for salar GW. As expeted, dire-tions perpendiular to the detetor plane are blind, while optimal responses are found alongthe arms, thus shifted from 45Æ with respet to the blind diretions for tensorial GW.In term of these variables, the bar pattern funtions are the following:F+ = �A2bar � B2bar � os 2 + 2Abar Bbar sin 2 (16)F� = 2Abar Bbar os 2 � �A2bar � B2bar � sin 2 (17)) F = A2bar + B2barp2 (18)Fb = A2bar + B2bar = p2 F = sin2 ( �pol ) (19)The previous equations show that for resonant bars, the knowledge of F � indeed proportionalto the sine squared of the polar angle � is su�ient to desribe all antenna patterns, both fortensorial and salar GW. In addition, like for interferometers, the salar antenna pattern is11



GR GW pattern distribution

Scalar GW pattern distributionFigure 9: General Relativity and salar GW pattern distributions, assuming a uniform distri-bution of soures in the sky: � and  uniform in [��;�℄ and sin Æ uniform in [�1; 1℄. Bothdistributions have zero mean and their RMS � equal to the mean values of F � are respetively1=p5 (tensorial GW) and 1=p15 (salar GW). Vertial sales are arbitrary.independent from the polarization angle  . Yet, Fb is not bounded by �0:5 but an reah �1in ase of optimal orientation of the soure: at equal sensitivities, bars appear more suitablethan interferometers for the detetion of salar GW.As predited by Eq. (19), the distribution of F has the same shape as the distribution of asine squared whose osine is uniform between -1 and 1 � see Figure 10. It peaks at its maximalvalue whih is reahed on a great irle in the sky.Finally, Figure 11 ompares the antenna patterns of the �ve bars urrently running. Con-trary to interferometers � f. Figures 7 or 8 �, the bars are almost aligned to optimize theperformanes of the network they form; therefore, their antenna patterns are very similar. Asexpeted from the dependene on sin2 (�pol) previously mentioned, a bar is optimally sensitiveto GW perpendiular to its axis and blind along it. These patterns are valid both for tensorialand salar GW.
12



Resonant bar GW pattern distributionFigure 10: Distribution of F for a resonant bar, assuming a uniform distribution of souresin the sky. As expeted, it has the same shape as the distribution of a sine squared whoseosine is drawn uniformly between -1 and 1. Its mean value � whih is also the RMS of thezero-mean funtions F+ and F� � is equal to p2=3.7 ConlusionThe antenna patterns of interferometers and resonant bars have been analytially omputedin this artile, both for tensorial and salar GW. They are learly non uniform on the elestialsphere and in addition they depend on the types of detetor suh as on the GW radiationonsidered. Interferometer antenna patterns are more ompliated than resonant bar shapes,whih exhibit an axisymmetry. The latter detetors appear more suitable to searh for salarGW waves, provided that they an reah the same sensitivities than interferometers and thatthe GW emission is mostly loated in the resonant bar sensitivity frequeny range.In the future, this situation may evolve with the introdution of spherial resonant detetors.Indeed, these have various advantages with respet to resonant bars � see e.g. [22℄ � : in par-tiular, their response is independent from the soure loation and from the GW polarization!In addition, using a single detetor, one an merge information oming from the �ve quadrupolemodes and from the monopole mode of the sphere to fully reonstrut the GW tensor and thesoure loation in the sky... This inverse problem has been solved in the presene of Gaussianand independent noises in the di�erent sensors, either using a maximum likelihood method[23℄ or only linear algebra [24℄. Prototypes of suh generators [25, 26, 27℄ are urrently beingdeveloped worldwide. 13



Figure 11: Comparison of the resonant bar antenna patterns. They are all similar as the �veresonant bars are almost parallel. One an also note that they have their better sensitivityfor GW perpendiular to their axis and that they are blind for GW parallel to it. These plotsare valid both for tensorial and salar GW.AknowledgmentThe authors would like to thank the Orsay Virgo group for their support and fruitful omments.Referenes[1℄ K.S. Thorne, Gravitational Radiation, in 300 Years of Gravitation, S.W.Hawking andW.Israel Editors (Cambridge University Press, 1987).[2℄ Y. Gürsel and M. Tinto, Phys. Rev. D 40, 3884 (1989).14
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